
Dear FDS Family –

I want to wish each of you Happy Holidays. 

I don’t know about you, but for me this year has flown by. In spite of the 
fact that we again find ourselves celebrating holidays while navigating 
COVID outbreaks, I hope that you are all able to find the joy of this 
season. Whether you celebrated Hanukkah earlier this month, are 
preparing for Kwanzaa or Christmas, or simply looking forward to 
enjoying time with friends and family, we can all look forward to 2022. 

Our FDS family literally spans the globe, with employees in the D.C. 
area, Rome NY, Stuttgart Germany, Las Vegas, Alabama, San Antonio, 
and all points in between. Perhaps some of you are lucky enough to be 
vacationing in a warm sunny spot for the holidays. I know I am 
dreaming of the balmy weather back home in Wisconsin, where folks 
are always hoping for snow on Christmas Day. 

I plan to spend Christmas at home with my wife, our youngest son, and 
our (too) many animals on the farm, having traveled last month to visit 
with two of our kids out in California. While this holiday may be quieter 
than previous years, I am looking forward to relaxing and unplugging. I 
encourage all of you to do the same, whatever your plans and traditions 
may be.

I hope you enjoy this final FDS Review of 2021; I know Katie would 
agree that if you are willing to share them, we would very much 
appreciate it if you would send in some photos of your family and 
friends from over the holidays that we can put in the January 
Newsletter.

Wishing you all the best for a happy and healthy 2022.

- Lonny
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MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT



 

As this edition brings the year to a close, we are being granted a sneak peek into the personal lives of our
incredible Information Technology Team. When they aren't literally safeguarding our information,
communications, and technology, they're taking on big adventures across the country, enjoying their
respective hobbies, and spoiling their beloved, furry family members  and wildlife squatters. 

THE SECRET LIVES OF IT PROFESSIONALS 
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Left to right: Brandon
DeVane, accomplished
fire starter gets  it lit on
the first try during a
camping trip; Top of the
Avalanche Lake Trail in
East Glacier Park, AS.
Beloved fur-baby Maisy
- stealing hearts one
day at a time. 

Left to Right:
Ashley Bonaro
on a plateau at
the Grand
Canyon; Apollo
& Trouble; ATVs
out west; new
furry family
member, Dusty;
Reggie the
squirrel who
was
rehabilitated by
Ashley. 

Left to Right: Jake,
the pug distracting
his human dad Nick
from help desk
tickets with his cute
face; Nick getting
his Motocross fix in;
and he particularly
loves watching
Super Max 
 dominate the
Formula One circuit. 



SECURITY NEWS: TIMELY & RELEVANT REMINDERS
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A Trusted Insider Gone Bad? 

In early October, US Navy Nuclear Engineer Jonathan Toebbe, and his wife Diana Toebbe, a Teacher at the Key
School in Annapolis, were arrested by the FBI undercover agents and charged with one count of conspiracy to
communicate Restricted Data and two counts of communication of Restricted Data to a foreign adversary, in violation of
the Atomic Energy Act. Jonathan held an active clearance with the DoD and DoE, giving him access to restricted data
on the Virginia-class submarine’s nuclear propulsion system. He also worked on technology that makes those
submarines particularly quiet, and thus undetectable to any adversary as they prowl underneath the ocean’s surface.
He had access to information related to military sensitive design elements, operating parameters, and performance
characteristics of the reactors for nuclear powered warships. 

The case is scheduled to go to trial on 17 February in Martinsburg, W.V. While more details will certainly emerge then,
the couple seemed to be motivated by a desire for money. Sources interviewed indicated the Toebbes were stressed
over finances, anxious over raising their two children, a sense that they were not valued at work, and resentment over
American politics. The government alleges that the Toebbes were shopping secrets for up to $5 million in
cryptocurrency. Before their arrest, the FBI "paid" the Toebbes a total of $100K  in Monero, a cryptocurrency focused
on privacy that cannot be tracked or traced. Court documents thus far paint a picture of an advancing technological
tradecraft used by Toebbe – the Dark Web, encrypted communications, digital storage media, and cryptocurrency in
combination with more traditional dead drops and visible signaling. From a counterintelligence view, it’s notable to
mention that the affidavit in part describes Toebbe’s training and awareness of the elements of an insider threat
program, and how to operate under the radar to lower the risk of detection by his colleagues. He used this to attempt to
convince the “adversary” he was a reliable asset. He claimed, "I was extremely careful to gather the files I possess
slowly and naturally in the routine of my job, so nobody would suspect my plan. We received training on warning signs
to spot insider threats. We made very sure not to display even a single one. I do not believe any of my former
colleagues would suspect me if there is a future investigation." 

What he did not know is that an investigation was already underway, and he was the focus of it.



Know the warning signs that an insider exhibits, many are similar to indicators of espionage, some may be subtle, others more
apparent. Be cognizant of indications of financial struggles, displeasure with the company, colleagues and or managers, conflicting
loyalties and a sense of being above the rules, to name a few. Know the context, the whole picture and report suspicious activity. 

Sometimes the anomalous behavior is not so subtle and can include things like a sudden increase in time spent at work when the
employee routinely comes in early and leaves early, if the employee displays a sudden gain in wealth despite not having the means, or
if an employee is asking for access to things they don't have a need to know about. Colleagues will often be hesitant to report the
anomalous behavior, this is perfectly normal. The goal of reporting an employee's anomalies is to turn them around from the critical
pathway toward becoming an inside threat, not turn them in. Employee Assistance Programs (EAPs) are utilized in conjunction with
Security and Human Resources to identify the stressor(s) and to provide the employee with the appropriate resources. 
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Security News: Insider Threat 

Ins ide Threat MotivatorsIns ide Threat MotivatorsIns ide Threat Motivators    
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When something doesn't seem right, don't

 "let it go." Report, report, report!

 SecurityFDS@FedData.com 



Senior Software Developer.................................................
Software Test Engineer/System Administrator................
Software Test Engineer.......................................................
Senior Software Developer/Data Scientist........................
Help Desk Technician...........................................................
Angular Developer...............................................................
Senior Network F5 Engineer...............................................
Cyber Incident Analyst Responder....................................
Cyber Software Engineer....................................................
Cyber Security Analyst........................................................
Threat Analyst......................................................................
Malware Analyst..................................................................
Technical Editor & Writer....................................................

Linthicum, MD
Linthicum, MD
Linthicum, MD
Linthicum, MD
Laurel, MD
Washington, D.C.
Arlington, VA
Arlington, VA             
Arlington, VA
Arlington, VA
Arlington, VA
Arlington, VA
Arlington, VA

RECRUITING NEWS & HOT JOBS
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Job Title Location

Clearance Level Required for Role Bonus Amount Awarded
Non-Cleared
Secret
Top Secret
TS / SCI
TS / SCI with CI or FS Poly

$1,500.00
$2,000.00
$2,500.00
$3,000.00
$4,000.00



Step

4

Total cost of course/seminar
Name of course/seminar & description
Institution/Vendor offering course/seminar
Employee & Supervisor signatures 

Make sure you've remembered: 

Send your fully executed TPDA to HR

Step

3

Step

2

Step

1

When should I expect
my reimbursement? 

A Tuition & Professional Development Agreement (TPDA) MUST be
fully executed prior to sending to Human Resources.
 This includes: total cost, name of course/seminar, institution
offering the program, and all required signatures. 

Download/Request a TPDA from HR

Copy & paste the data from your TPDA into the blank Tuition &
Professional Development Reimbursement Request (TPDRR)  
Ensure you've included both you and your supervisor's signatures 
Email the following to HR: fully executed TPDRR, grade report/certificate of
completion, and all associated cost receipts

Download/request a TPDRR from HR

Are you planning on taking a course or attending a   
 seminar in 2022? 

Starting 01 January 2022, the following steps will be
required for successfully requesting and receiving

reimbursement. 

Take your course/attend the seminar
Take your course/attend your seminar 
Make sure you've downloaded any final grades or certificate
of completion/attendance
Make sure all receipts for the cost of the course/seminar have
been retained and saved

Tuition Reimbursement
How-To

If your initial TPDA and subsequent TPDRR
were not rejected (and thus delayed), you
should receive your funds within 1-2 weeks -
dependent on when the approved TPDRR was
sent to Finance. 
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Seminars, Webinars, and
Workshops

TPDA & TPDRR 
Cheat Sheet

Professional Memberships

Justification of job performance
enhancement to supervisor
Fully Executed TPDA (see front
side)
Length of program must be less
than or equal to 5 business days
Must be approved one month in
advance 
Seminars over $500 must be
approved per DoA
Approvals are given on a  case-by-
case basis
Annual Reimbursement Max       
 = $500 
Fully Executed TPDRR (after
attending seminar; see front side)
Must remain an active employee
for 90 days after the
reimbursement has been issued

FedData will pay for professional
memberships up front if they are
less than or equal to $500 
Any memberships over $500
must be approved in advance per
the DoA
Must have a direct relationship to
the job the employee performs 
Fully Executed TPDA (see front
side)
Annual Reimbursement Max        
 = $500
Fully Executed TPDRR             
 (after self-pay)
Must remain an active employee
for 90 days from date of
reimbursement 

Certifications 

Justification of job performance
enhancement to supervisor
Fully Executed TPDA 
Fully Executed TPDRR 
Annual Reimbursement Max       

Must remain an active employee for
90 days from date of
reimbursement 

      = $1500

Professional Development
Training

Justification of job performance
enhancement to supervisor
Fully Executed TPDA (see front
side)
Fully Executed TPDRR (see front
side)
Annual Reimbursement Max          
 = $1500 (or associated cost)
Must remain an active employee
for 90 days from date of
reimbursement 

Undergraduate College Tuition

Letter to supervisor with: 

Fully Executed TPDA (must also
include syllabus)
Final grade of B or higher for course 
Fully Executed TPDRR 
Annual Reimbursement Max           
 = $5000
Must remain an active employee for
1 year from date of reimbursement

a) Justification of enhancement
to job performance

b) Number of credits remaining
in degree

c) Copy of current transcript
(less than 90 days old)

Graduate College Tuition

Letter to supervisor with: 

Fully Executed TPDAA (must also
include syllabus)
Final grade of B or higher for course 
Fully Executed TPDRR 
Annual Reimbursement Max            
 = $7000
Must remain an active employee for
1 year from date of reimbursement

a) Justification of enhancement to
job performance

b) Number of credits remaining
in degree

c) Copy of current transcript
(less than 90 days old)

Why does FedData have different thresholds than the
IRS annual maximums? 

Though FedData generally follows what the IRS limits are for annual
tuition reimbursement maximums, FedData goes well beyond that by
offering an additional annual max for graduate degrees; see TPDP for
further review 
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This article is intended for informational purposes only and is not intended to be 
exhaustive, nor should any discussion or opinions be construed as professional 
advice. Readers should contact a health professional for appropriate advice. © 
2021 Zywave, Inc. All rights reserved.

Brought to you by EOne Benefit Solutions

Celebrating Holidays Safely During the 
COVID-19 Pandemic
Holiday traditions are important for many families, and 
we're about to enter the second holiday season during the 
pandemic. Recently, the Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention (CDC) released guidelines for safely celebrating 
this year's holiday season. The CDC's top advice is for 
eligible Americans to get the COVID-19 vaccine before 
gathering and traveling for the holidays.

Vaccination Is Key
Because many generations tend to gather for holiday 
celebrations, the best way to minimize COVID-19 exposure 
and keep your family and friends safe is to get vaccinated 
(if you're eligible). By being vaccinated, you can help better 
protect those not yet eligible for vaccination, such as 
young children.

Additionally, the CDC shared the following 
recommendations for the upcoming holiday season:

• Select a safe location. Celebrate outdoors if you
can. Celebrating outdoors is safer than doing so
indoors. Further, you should avoid crowded,
poorly ventilated spaces whenever possible.

• Consider wearing masks. Wear a well-fitting mask
over your mouth and nose when indoors if you are
not fully vaccinated. Remember to not put a mask
on children younger than 2 years old. Like last
year, you should consider wearing masks if you'll
be spending the holidays with people from outside
of your home or in an area with high transmission
of COVID-19.

• Get tested as needed. Be sure to get tested if you
have symptoms of COVID-19 or come in close
contact with someone who has COVID-19.

• Travel with caution. Delay holiday travel, such as
flying, unless you're fully vaccinated. If you're not
fully vaccinated or traveling with children who
aren't eligible yet for the COVID-19 vaccine,
choose other travel methods, such as driving.

Suppose you gather with a group of people from multiple 
households and—potentially—from different parts of the 
country. In that case, you could consider additional 
precautions, such as avoiding crowded indoor spaces 
before travel or taking a COVID-19 test in advance of 
gathering.

By working together, Americans can enjoy safer holidays, 
travel smart and protect their health—as well as the 
health of their family and friends.
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Reduce Your Holiday Stress
The holidays can be a major source of stress for many Americans. Top holiday 
stressors include staying on a budget, managing multiple commitments and 
finding the perfect gifts. And if COVID-19 transmission is high in your community, 
you may also be feeling worried about you and your loved ones' health. Consider 
the following coping mechanisms to help reduce your holiday stress:

• Get organized. Finalize your plans—including gatherings, shopping days,
family pictures and baking days—and put them on the calendar. If you
haven't already, get started on compiling wish lists and shopping lists.

• Keep up healthy habits. Try to do something active every day, keep
healthy snacks on hand, limit alcohol use and get at least seven hours of
sleep each night. Remember to take time for yourself as well.

• Don't say “yes” to everything. Choose a handful of meaningful activities
or events and skip the rest. It's important not to stretch yourself too thin
or commit to gatherings you're not comfortable with amid the pandemic.

• Stick to a budget. If you're stressed about how your holiday spending will
impact you after the celebrations are over, you're not alone. Remember,
the sentiment of a gift is much more important than the cost. Set a
realistic budget and don’t exceed it.

Don't let stress get in the way of enjoying your holiday season.

Stay Safe While Decking the Halls
Although decorative lights are great for getting your home ready for the holidays, 
they can also present safety risks if they aren't displayed and maintained 
correctly. Follow these tips to stay safe while decorating for the holidays:

• Select lights that have been independently tested by a safety and
compliance organization. Tested products will generally have a label.

• Inspect all lights before using them and discard those with damaged
cords or plugs. Also, make sure the lights are unplugged before replacing
any bulbs.

• Use a ladder made of nonconductive materials when you hang lights
outside to reduce the risk of electrocution.

• Check to see if your lights are meant for indoor or outdoor use. Indoor
lights can cause electrocution or fire if used outside.

Decorating can get you in the holiday spirit, but remember to put safety first 
when you're creating a winter wonderland.

Makes: 5 servings

Ingredients
2 pounds stew meat (cut into 1-inch cubes)
¼ cup flour
Salt and black pepper to taste
2 cups water
2 tsp. beef bouillon (or 2 cubes)
1 garlic clove (finely chopped)
3 carrots (sliced)
3 potatoes (diced)
1 onion (chopped)
1 celery stalk (sliced)
Optional additional herbs (e.g., bay leaf, 
basil or oregano)

Preparations
1) Place meat in a slow cooker.

2) Mix flour, salt and black pepper in a
medium bowl and pour over meat. Stir 
to coat.

3) Add remaining ingredients and stir to
mix. Add herbs as desired.

4) Cover and cook on low for 8 to 10
hours or on high for 4 to 6 hours.

5) Stir stew thoroughly before serving.

Nutritional Information

(per serving)

Total calories 282
Total fat 5 g
Protein 30 g
Sodium 216 mg
Carbohydrate 29 g
Dietary fiber 4 g
Saturated fat 2 g
Total sugars 4 g

Source: MyPlate
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